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Properties:  

Fantasy Prisme are the new honeycomb effect colours that have been developed by PEBEO. 

A range of original colours that give your creations a precious and quality aspect with a 

professional finish.  

With the 28 solvent‐based Fantasy Prisme colours, you can obtain fabulous effects on flat 

and horizontal surfaces.  

QUALITY: Solvent‐based, ready to use colours. Good resistance to light.  

DRYING FOR A THICK APPLICATION: to the touch in 6 hours, completely dry in 72 

hours.  

SURFACES: its precious aspect is ideal for the creation of jewellery and the decoration of all 

surfaces: Glass, mirror, terracotta, acetate, ceramic, canvas, metal, wood...  

DILUTION : Odouless Mineral Spirit or White Spirit. 

Cleaning the paintbrush:  Odourless Mineral Spirit or white spirit then rinse with soapy water. 

OPACITY: opaque colours.  

FINISH: Glossy.  

MAINTENANCE (DECORATED SURFACES) : Once dry, the colours resist to a light wash 

without soaking. Do not machine wash.  

NUMBER OF COLOURS: 28 colours.  

CONDITIONING: 45ml bottle – all colours.  

Application and Helpful Hints  

- Stir the colours thoroughly with a stick before use.  

 

The PEBEO Fantasy Prisme colours:  

- Can be applied using a dropper, a brush (ex: Pébéo Aqua round or Pure Sable by 

depositing the colour without pulling on it), or by pouring directly from the bottle on a flat 

and horizontal surface in a thick coat on a carefully degreased surface.  

- Can be used with the VITRAIL cerne relief with nozzle.  

- The use of the VITRAIL Sparkling Medium adds glittering effects.  

- The Fantasy Prisme colours used on fresh Vitrail colours give «surprising» effects.  

- The effect obtained when drying depends on the thickness of the application.  

- To add a rounded effect to your creations, use the Gédéo Glazing resin over very dry 

Fantasy Prisme colours (48 hours minimum).  

- The objects decorated with the Fantasy Prisme colours must be considered uniquely as 

decorative objects and only surfaces that are not intended to be in contact with food can be 

decorated.  

honeycomb 



- Keep out of reach of children. If swallowed get prompt medical attention and show the 

packaging or label.  

 

 

Fantasy Prisme : ightfastness (exposed to UV 

Rays for 2 month 24hr/24hr) 

  
According to 

ASTM 

166012 Vermilion **/II 

166013 English Red ***/I 

166014 Cherry Blossom ***/I 

166016 Mandarin ***/I 

166017 Almond Green ***/I 

166018 Emeraude ***/I 

166019 Pearl Green ***/I 

166020 Eggshell White ***/I 

166021 Icy Pink ***/I 

166022 Antique Pink ***/I 

166023 Summer Yellow ***/I 

166024 Buttercup **/II 

166025 Pearl Violine ***/I 

 166026 Violet ***/I 

166028 Blush Pink ***/I 

166029 Leaf ***/I 

166031 Chestnut ***/I 

166032 Antique Gold ***/I 

166033 Cinnamon ***/I 

166034 Green Umber ***/I 

166035 Greengold ***/I 

166036 Midnight Blue ***/I 

166037 Ash Blue ***/I 

166038 Marina ***/I 

166039 Caribbean Blue ***/I 

166040 Turquoise ***/I 

166050 Moonstone ***/I 

166051 Onyx ***/I 

 

***/I: Excellent 

**/II: Very Good 

*/III: Fair. 

 

 

Recommendations:  

This information is submitted for information purposes only.  It is always advisable to conduct preliminary tests 

on the selected surface before beginning the project.  

For more information on the safety and handling conditions of these products, refer to the Safety Data Sheet 

available on our website: 

http://en.pebeo.com/Pebeo/Safety-Data-Sheet 

***/: Excellent 

**/II: Very Good 

*/III: Fair. 
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